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The Christian As a “Sermon” 
Wayne Jackson 

The Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard once raised 
the question as to what would happen if there were no 
preachers. He concluded that the only thing remaining 
would be the lives of Christians. And so he wondered: 
“What kind of sermon would you be preaching?” 

A poet once expressed it somewhat like this: 
You are preaching a gospel day by 
day; by the things you do and the words 
you say. These may be many, or maybe 
just few; but say, what is the gospel 
according to you? 

What does the world see as they observe the children 
of God? I would like to suggest the following. 
Calmness 

In a world that seems to be coming apart at the seams, 
the Christian needs to radiate calmness. Someone has 
written: 

Said the Robin to the Sparrow: “I 
would really like to know, why these 
anxious human beings rush around and 
worry so.” Said the Sparrow to the 
Robin: “I think that it must be, that they 
have no heavenly Father such as cares 
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faith in God. 
Courageousness is not pugnaciousness. It is not the disposition that is loud-mouthed, 

or that runs over others. Courage is quiet confidence while doing what is right. Courage 
is a quality people admire; it is not that of which they are fearful, or that by which they 
are intimidated. 
       Yes, people are seeing your sermons every day. Make sure they are clear and 
meaningful for good. When folks observe your life as a truly Christian sermon, they may 
just want to hear about what it is you have—that they might need! 

From: https://www.christiancourier.com/articles/1420-the-christian-as-a-sermon 
 

Drug Inspection 
A Drug Enforcement Administration officer stops at a ranch in Montana and talks with 
an old rancher. 
He tells the rancher, “I need to inspect your ranch for illegally grown drugs.” 
The old rancher says, “Okay, but do not go in that field over there,” as he points out the 
location. 
The DEA officer verbally explodes, saying, “Mister, I have the authority of the federal 
government with me.” Reaching into his rear pants pocket, he removes his badge and 
proudly displays it to the farmer. “See this badge? This badge means I am allowed to go 
wherever I wish, on any land. No questions asked or answers given. Have I made myself 
clear? Do you understand?” 
The old rancher nods politely, apologizes, and goes about his chores. 
A short time later, the old rancher hears loud screams and sees the DEA officer running 
for his life, chased close behind by the rancher’s prize bull. With every step, the bull is 
gaining ground on the officer, and it seems likely that he will get “horned” before he 
reaches safety. The officer is clearly terrified. 
The old rancher throws down his tools, runs to the fence, and yells at the top of his lungs, 
“Your badge! Show him your badge!” 
“He that is of a merry heart hath a continual feast.” - Proverbs 15:15  
[One might also add Proverbs 16:18, “Pride goes before destruction, And a haughty spirit 
before a fall.”—BRP] 
From: House to House, v. 18, n. 1 
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for you and me.” 
Do we live in fear? Are we constantly fretting over material things? We should 

“relax” in the Lord and enjoy our Christian lives. People can tell whether we are 
contented or not. We ought not to portray a frustrated image. 
Courtesy 

In his letter to the church at Philippi, Paul admonished: “Rejoice in the Lord 
always: again I will say, Rejoice. Let your forbearance be known unto all men. The 
Lord is at hand [near by]” (Philippians 4:4-5). The term “forbearance” (ASV), or 
“moderation” (KJV) is probably obscure to many. The rendition “reasonableness” 
(ESV) is some better. I like the expanded “sweet reasonableness” which expresses the 
meaning of the original. 

The idea is that of courtesy or graciousness. Unfortunately some people are 
known as professional grumps. They are ever poised to “tell off” someone—the 
waitress, the bank clerk, the grocery checker. 

I was visiting in the South a few years ago (where people generally are known for 
excellent manners). A gentleman invited my wife and I out for an evening meal. He 
was so belligerent and rude to the waitress that I was greatly embarrassed. I seriously 
questioned his spirituality. 
Compassion 

It was said of Christ, on a number of occasions as he saw the crowds in distress, 
that he had “compassion” on them. The Greek word for compassion is related to a 
term that has reference to one’s inner organs. Metaphorically it denotes a deep inner 
feeling for someone. When we see folks suffering, we should feel for them and strive 
to help them as we are capable. When we see the bereaved, do we “feel” their pain—
as much as one can for another? 

It seems the world is growing increasingly cold. The problem is not global 
warming; it’s global cooling. It’s a dog-eat-dog environment (significantly 
undergirded by the evolutionary philosophy). We cannot help everyone of course; nor 
can we solve all the world’s problems. The Christian does need to show compassion in 
his daily demeanor. 
Courage 

John F. Kennedy wrote a book titled Profiles in Courage, in which he applauded 
this quality. Courage is a virtue. David once said to the Lord: “When I am afraid, I put 
my trust in you” (Psalm 56:3). The noblest courage of all is that derived from 

Prayer Requests and Notes 
Please continue to remember: Al & Pat Mitchell, Doris Archer, Bethann Archer, 
Dorothy Thornton, Sylvester Farmer, Aldrene DuVaul, & the Gross family. 
Prayer Requests:  Betty Goode, friend of Chris Hamilton, is in the final stages of 
lung cancer.  Scott Hamilton, father of  Tony Hamilton, has prostate cancer. Robbie 
Brunges, friend of the Drivers, has MRSA. Please keep them in your prayers.  Jackie 
Coleman, friend of the Hopkins, has brain cancer. Please keep Malachi Hicks in your 
prayers. He was diagnosed with a concussion. Al Mitchell has begun his proton 
therapy.  Please keep Aldrene Duvaul, Erika Hopkins’ mother, in your prayers. She is 
recovering from surgery.  Ericka will be traveling this week to stay with her mother.  
Gigi Ellis, Ericka Hopkins’ grandmother, will be moving here to live with Rodney 
and Ericka.  Please keep Gigi and the Hopkins in your prayers as they all make this 
transition.   
Deployed: Stephen Kulick, Ruby Gidron, Caroline Stacey. 
Traveling:  Driver family, Ericka Hopkins 
Help Needed: Cleaning and Mowing lists have been updated.  Volunteers are needed. 
 
Upcoming Events     

• Today: Teacher’s meeting following AM services. 
• January 20: Pew Packers at 4:45pm. 
• January 25: Ladies Bible class at Vanessa Trotter’s home at 7pm.  Please bring a 
snack. 

• February 3: Super Bowl gathering at the Trotters’ home following evening 
services. 

• February 9: Planning Session beginning at 8:30am. 

Daily Bible Reading 
   Jan.13 - Gen. 33-35                 Jan. 17 - Gen. 43-45 
  Jan.14 - Gen. 36-37    Jan. 18 - Gen. 46-48 
  Jan.15 - Gen. 38-40      Jan. 19 - Gen. 49-Ex. 1 
  Jan.16 - Gen. 41-42     Jan. 20 - Exodus 2-4 
 

“Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be 
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy 2:15). p. 2 p. 3 


